FIRST OVER EVEREST
triangle of whiteness, so white as to appear incandescent, and on
its right, a hand's breadth, another tiny peak which was Makalu.
For some time nothing could be seen above this purple haze
but these three incredible white peaks—Everest and Makalu
just to the right of the engine, and Kangchenjunga behind the
right wing. It was fortunate that the wind from die westward
caused the machine to lie with a drift of eighteen degrees,
obliquely to our track to the mountain, and thus we had a
clear view of our goal straight beneath a point on the under-
surface of the upper wing, eighteen degrees from the centre line.
"Gyachungkang was masked by the engine, but soon
Gaurisankar showed over the port wing.
"I was not long able to remain watching these wonderful
sights, for soon the machine soared upwards, unfolding in-
numerable peaks to right and left and in front, all in their
amazing white mantles, but scored and seared with black
precipices.
"The light on the snow was a wonderful thing in itself. A
quality of whiteness, as much more brilliant than the snow to
which ordinary human eyes are accustomed, as that snow is
more vivid than "the unclothed landscape.
"Somewhat to our dismay, there streamed from the crest of
Everest away towards its sister peak, Makalu, eastwards, that
immense ice-plume which is the manifestation of a mighty
wind raging across the summit. Lifting from the prodigious cliff
face, countless particles of ice are driven over the summit with
blizzard force.
"Soon, very slowly it seemed, we approached closer and
closer to the big white mountains, and all my time became
occupied with work on the cameras.
"Now I crouched down over the drift-sight, peering through
the great concave lens and adjusted the wires across it. I rotated
them carefully and this gave me the angle of drift of eighteen
degrees. I passed this to the pilot, who needed it for navigation,
and then I adjusted the big automatic survey camera, turnin<* it
through the same angle in its mounting.
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